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SYMBOLIC HISTORY 

Through Sight and Sound 
 

3.  Greece:  The Tragic Myth and Deed 
 
 
1) Attic, c. 460 B.C., Zeus or Poseidon, bronze, Nat. Mus., Athens; video pans 

to V1a, head and shoulders, then to 1b, waist up (both CGB '77) 
 
 Our aim is to see the fourfold pattern of god-given power, superhuman act, fall, 
and inner ripening, fulfilled in the myth and arts, the history and thought of Greece. 
 
 If Greek culture excels them all, it is because it risked most of all.  Its assault on 
darkness had no cover but the morale of its own phalanx.  It countenanced none of the 
priestly protections of Egypt or the theological double-talk that has buttressed the 
Christian West.  In act and mind these men ventured on freedom — a city, as Pericles 
said, open to the world; they ventured in the open, man against fate.  No wonder the fire 
so quickly burned its containment.  As Heraclitus said:  "What are men but Gods dying, 
what the Gods but deathless men?" 
 
2) Græco-Roman (Pompeii) 1st cent. A.D., Icarus, Mus. Nat. Naples 
 
 Their mythology in this anticipates their history.  Nowhere are there more legends 
of the fall of daring, and no people enacted it as nobly as they.  For three Biblical 
examples — Satan, Adam and Eve, the Tower of Babel — Greece affords dozens.  Three 
come to mind in the category of flight:  Phaeton and the sun-chariot, Bellerophon thrown 
from Pegasus, this Icarus, from Roman Pompeii, twilight of the culture Homer began. 
 
2nd 1) Again, Zeus or Poseidon, detail,  head and upper body (CGB '77) 
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 A pathos of history that the Periclean Zeus-Poseidon holds the silence from which 
it rose from the sea.  Since music, that art the Pythagorean brotherhood made a cosmic 
measure, of which witnesses attest the ecstatic power, only survives, unaccompanied, in 
fragments of Hellenistic mood: 
 
2nd 2) Detail of 2:  Fall of Icarus 
 

Music: Hellenistic, 1st cent. A.D., Epitaph of Seikilos, Decca 20156 
 
this epitaph of Seikilos, like the Pompeian Icarus, reminder of a mythic fall.  
          (end music) 
 
a3) Double:  [A] Dorian, Magna Graecia, c. 430 B.C., Wounded Niobe, Thermae, 

Rome; and [B] Pergamene, 210-200 B.C., Marsyas, Louvre, Paris 
3) Greek, c. 550 B.C., The Naxos Sphinx, Museum, Delphi (CGB '77) 
 
 The fate of hybris:  Semele embraced Zeus in his divinity and was consumed; 
Niobe boasted against Leto and became a stone weeping for her destroyed children; 
Marsyas was flayed for vying with Apollo, Laocoon was killed with his sons by the 
serpents of Poseidon.  Even the fate of Oedipus, as Nietzsche stresses, falls on one who 
had answered the riddle of the Sphinx.  And among a variety of Giants and Titans who 
fought Zeus or tried to storm heaven, comes the greatest, Prometheus, who has given his 
name to all such attempts — the thief of fire,  bound to the rock, a vulture's prey. 
 
a4) Attic, c. 520 B.C., Athena vs. the Giant Enceladus, Hecatompedon Pediment, 

Acropolis Museum, Athens (as of 1938) 
4) Same, double (from two CGB slides; as of 1977) 
V4a) Same, detail of Athena (CGB '77) 
4b) Same, detail of Enceladus (CGB '77) 
 
 These Greek accounts are not just more numerous than the Biblical; they are 
different in kind.  The Jews bet on Jehovah; the Greeks (520 B.C., Athena and the Giant 
Enceladus) play both sides: defiant will against avenging power.  In that tension tragedy 
is born — of the greatness which enobles as it destroys.  With Satan, only the name, 
"Light-bearer," and the line "O Lucifer, brightest of the sons of morning, how are thou 
fallen," give the scapegoat and serpent of evil a trace of ambivalence (Babylonian?).  
Where the Greek archetype is Prometheus. 
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a5) Attic, c. 570 B.C., Calf Bearer, detail, Acropolis Museum, Athens 
b5) Ionian, c. 477 B.C., Charioteer, detail, Museum, Delphi (CBG '77) 
5) Same, head and shoulders, profile 
 
What, then, of classical measure?  Is this an art of excess?  Nietzsche's Dionysian "joy 
even in destroying"? 
 
 Surely, Greek daring arises in a cult of limitation, with all its tribal warnings 
against hybris.  Even the Prometheus Bound of Aeschylus is nominally on the side of 
Oceanos: 
 

Know yourself and reform your ways to new ways… 
You are not yet humble, still you do not yield 
to your misfortunes. 

 
 The chorus, as always, speaks the mean: 
 

It is a sweet thing to draw out 
a long life in cheerful hopes, 
and feed the spirit in the bright 
benignity of happiness: 
but I shiver when I see you 
wasted with ten thousand pains, 
all because you did not tremble 
at the name of Zeus; your mind 
was yours, not his, and at its bidding 
you regarded mortal men 
too high, Prometheus.  (Grene) 
 

6) Greek, c. 470-56 B.C., Falling Lapith, from Zeus Temple, Olympia 
6a) Attic (Phidias?), 447-32 B.C., Pediment fragment from the Parthenon, torso, 

Acropolis Museum, Athens (CGB '77) 
 
 But before the play ends, both chorus and audience join in the pathos of the half-
god's cry: 
 

Bright light of the sky, and you, with swift 
Wings, winds:  springs of rivers; numberless 
Laughter of the waves of ocean; earth, mother 
Of all, and all-seeing eye of the sun — 
Look and behold, what I from the Gods 
Here suffer, I, who am born of the Gods. (CGB) 
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ω διος αιθηρ και ταχυπτεροι πνοαι, 
ποταµων τε πηγαι, ποντιων τε κυµατων 
ανηριθµον γελασµα, παµµητορ τε γη, 
και τον πανοπτην κυκλον ηλιου καλω 
ιδεσθε µ' οια προς θεων πασχω θεος. 

 
7) Greek, c. 470-56 B.C., Head of a Seer (profile), from the East Pediment of the 

Zeus Temple (now in the Museum), Olympia 
 
 In that tragic involvement lies what Hegel called the deepest intuition of the 
human mind, that from suffering and destruction comes spirit:  Oedipus as saving seer; 
Prometheus Unbound; from the burning body of Semele, Dionysus, god of the vine and 
tragic art, in the end of immortality. 
 
8) Greek, c. 470 B.C., Zeus and Ganymede, terra cotta, Museum, Olympia 
8a) Same, detail (upper half) 
 
 There is a profound trust here in vital seizure, human or divine — as in this rape 
of Ganymede.  So in the last chorus of Antigone, Dionysus, "Son of the Thunderer, born 
of Iachos, God of many names," is invoked for the cleansing of Thebes, though the 
purification that immediately falls is the death of Antigone, of Haimon, and Creon's 
queen:  "Come with clement feet down the long slopes… Thou Son of God, blaze for us." 
 
 A chorus of breathing fire: 
 

ω πυρ πνειοντων χοραγ αστρων, 
 
to the manic Lord: 
 

τον ταµιαν  Ιακχον. 
 
9) Greek plate, c. 490 B.C., Brygos painter, mænad, Munich 
 
 Even Plato, unwilling celebrant of the irrational, praises, in the Phaedrus, 
madnesses which are divine gifts: 
 

Again, where plagues and mightiest woes have bred in certain families, 
owing to some ancient blood-guiltiness, there madness has entered 
with holy prayers and rites, and by inspired utterances found a way of 
deliverance for those who are in need… 
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Thus the Bacchae, sacred destroyers, an ultimate mystery for Euripides. 
 
10) Græco-Roman, 2nd cent. A.D., Hercules leads Alcestis from Hades, Celeia 

Museum, Yugoslavia 
10a) Double:  [A]  Christian, end of 3rd cent., Adam and Eve, Catacombs of SS 

Peter and Marcellinus, Rome; and [B] later 3rd cent., marble:  Jonah from the 
Whale, Museum of Art, Cleveland 

 
Music: Mesomedes of Crete, c. 130 A.D.(?), Hymn to the Sun, old Decca 

20156 (A) 
 
 And it is in the language and image of those mysteries (this 2nd-century A.D. 
Alcestis harrowed from the dead by Hercules, as no doubt the chant of the Synagogue 
absorbing the classical hymn, as here to the Sun by Mesomedes, Hadrian's favorite, 
rounded toward Gregorian) that the Bible tragically regenerated itself, completing the Old 
Adam with the New, the tree of Redemption from the tree of the Fall, Moses lifting the 
snake on the cross to heal the sickly Hebrews, Jonah jubilant from the death and hell 
whale.  Had not Tacitus weirdly recorded, of the year 34 A.D., how the phoenix had been 
born of its ashes in the east?        (fade Mesomedes) 
 
11) Attic, 447-32 B.C., Parthenon from Philopappos Hill, Athens (CGB '77) 
 
But before the regenerative daring, which appears at the beginning of Greek culture and 
ripens like a natural fruit, could mediate for the New Testament, it had to run its Hellenic 
course.  There we follow it, in art and history — the tragic myth completed by the tragic 
deed.  As Plato says in the Laws, "We will not need tragedy in our city, because we live 
in tragedy." 
 
Va12 or b12) - b12) used 
 Mycenae, c. 1500 B.C., Palace ruins, two views (CGB '77) 
12) Cretan, c. 1450-1400 B.C., Throne Room, Palace, Knossos 
 
 Telemachus is amazed at the palace of Menelaus: 
 

See what a blaze of polished copper and gold and electrum and silver 
and ivory goes through this echoing hall.  Surely the mansions of 
Olympian Zeus must be like this, one great glory within…  

(Odyssey, tr. T.E. Shaw, Book IV) 
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 The fateful sequence began before Homer with the fruiting of Greek myth out of 
the Cretan and Mycenean fall.  It is that past, going back even to Knossos and the East, 
that is treasured in epic memory.  In the Odyssey the bards already sing of Ilium. 
 
a13) Cretan or Mycenean, c. 1500 B.C., from the Vaphio Gold Bull Beakers, Nat. 

Mus., Athens:  the Tame Bull cup; 
13 or V13)  
 Both cups, of Bulls Tame and Wild 
13a) Details, Tame and Wild, from the same 
 
 Menelaus' gift — "a wrought mixing bowl of solid silver doubled with gold about 
the rim.  Work of Hephaestus" — or the cup of wrought gold Alcinous gives Odysseus 
(Book VIII), might have been found in the Vaphio tombs (Sparta) with the golden 
Beakers of Bulls, Tame and Wild, work of Hephaestus indeed.  These were also objects 
of trade or pillage, probably Minoan, about 1500 B.C.  But for Homer, fine things come 
from Syria.  The King of Sidon, says Menelaus, gave it to him.  The Dorian invasion has 
erased the possibility of such workmanship in Greece. 
 
14) Cretan, c. 1300 B.C., Bull sacrifice from Hagia Triada Sarcophagus, 

Heraklion, Crete 
 
 We can never know what details from the Homeric poems are storied antebellum 
splendors.  Ritualistic dependence on the gods seems essential for tribal Achaians of a 
time of troubles — how the Iliad from beginning to end reeks with the smoke of 
sacrificial hecatombs.  But for an illustration, we must go to Crete from the time of the 
Trojan War itself (Hagia Triada), observing, however, that the male-oriented Greek 
would take over what is here the priestess' role. 
 
15 ) Cretan, c. 1600 B.C. (or a forgery?), Ivory Snake Goddess, Museum of Fine 

Arts, Boston:  whole  
15a) Same:  detail from the hips up 
 
 Curious that the names of the goddesses Athena and Hera (called, as if she were 
ivory, "of the white arms"), like the wonderful Greek word for the sea, "thalassa," are not 
Greek at all, nor Indo-European.  Hera's wedding to Zeus must fable some blending; 
Athena's owl and Apollo's snake suggest a mystery root beneath the Olympian; and the 
first Greek art ties to this Cretan past, to which Homer seems to richly near. 
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Music: Schubert, 1824-26, String Quartet No. 14 in D Minor, Death and 
the Maiden, near close, 2nd movement, West L. 5052 

 
(And if the Boston ivory must prove a marvelous fake, is it not — as Alexandrian editors 
smoothed Homer to their taste — that we later romantics hail our own Schubertian 
refinements as pre-Homeric Greek?) 
 
a16) Reconstruction of 13th cent. B.C., Nestor's Throne Room, Pylos 
b16) Egypt, Dynasty XVIII, c. 1360 B.C., Nefertiti, Museum, Cairo 
16) Double:  details of [A] Thera, 16th cent. B.C., full-breasted woman, fresco; 

and [B] Greek Geometric, c. 700 B.C., Warrior, bronze: both, National Mu-
seum, Athens (detail of Cycles, 3rd 31) 

 
 For there was a refinement to which Homer was heir — the frescoed palaces of 
Pylos, Tiryns, Thera.  Could the poet's own time have supplied him with that Helen who 
in the Odyssey comes from "her high-coffered, incense-laden room" and, after alluding to 
her Trojan vagary, mixes in the wine a pleasure-drug of subtle potency which she had 
from Egypt?  Yet for Homer, all that waned luxury is caught up in another view of life, 
another bareness and another drive. 
 
17) Attic Geometric, c. 740 B.C., Krater from Dipylon Gate, National Museum, 

Athens (CGB '77) 
17a) Same, detail of Funeral Procession (CGB '77) 
 
 What is in fact contemporary with Homer focuses the question:  which age does 
he reflect?  Sunset or dawn?  Dawn came earlier to his Asian Miletus than to mainland 
Greece.  Against the human fullness of the Iliad, the Attic funeral vases of 800 B.C. seem 
strangely abstract.  Yet the geometric patterns shared with the Hallstatt culture of the 
Danube may remind us of the primitive in Homer, those repeated epithets, "swift-footed 
Achilles" and the like — all the great formalities of saga-craft which led Coleridge to say:  
"There is no personality at all in Homeric poetry," and, "Of course there was a Homer, 
and twenty besides." 
 
18) Sardinian, 8th-6th cent. B.C., bronze chief, Cagliari; + V detail 
18a) Argive or Etruscan, early 7th cent. B.C., Krater, Naval Battle, Conservatori, 

Rome 
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 For between Helen and her bard had come the Iron Age of stern reversion.  This 
8th century Sardinian god-chief might step from any Pelasgian island to voice what 
Nietzsche called the "satyr wisdom": 
 

Condemned to sorrows and to toil we live, 
Rest to our labors death alone can give. 

 
Hesiod, from barren Attica.  Or the proverb echoed by Theognis and Herodotus and 
Sophocles:  "Best of all things not to be born… next best to pass as soon as possible the 
gates of Hades."  That pessimistic ground sounds under Olympian Homer: 
 

    …We to whom Zeus 
Has assigned suffering from youth to old age, 
Suffering in grievous wars, till we perish to the last man.    

(Iliad, XIV, 85-7, tr. McCarthy, from Weil's French, ) 
 

Since among all creatures that breathe on earth and crawl on it, 
There is not anywhere a thing more dismal than man is.    

 (Iliad, Lattimore, XVII, 446-7) 
 
19) Greek, c. 750 B.C., small bronze warrior, National Museum, Athens 
19a) Athenian jar, mid-7th cent. B.C., Polyphemus blinded by Odysseus, Eleusis 

Museum, Greece 
 
 Something lifts the Greeks from that ground, sends them, even as they chant its 
burden, smiling into battle over the wine-dark sea.  The heroes to be broken by the gods 
in that "Poem of Force" fight the gods themselves.  Apollo cries in the voice of alarm: 
 

…give back, son of Tydeus, and strive no longer 
to make yourself like the gods in mind, since never the same is 
the breed of gods, who are immortal, and men who walk groundling.

 (Iliad, Lattimore, V, 440-2) 
 
 What makes Homer a revelation for Greece is less the old luxury than the new 
force.  It is the tremendous knotting of the primitive paradox by which pessimism and 
resignation are swept forward in a rush of vital faith.  Like a magnet or electric charge, 
that flexed field of spirit carries the incalculable energies of the Greek way. 
 
20) Greek Geometric, c. 725 B.C., Oinochoe, Shipwreck, Ant. Sam., Munich 
20a) Chalcidian (Inscription Painter), c. 540 B.C., Greeks vs. Trojans, National 

Museum, Melbourne 
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20b) Gift of Naxos to Delos, 7th cent. B.C., Terrace of Lions (CGB '77) 
 
 It is the gift of this vitality that terrors are seized and affirmed as fierce delights.  
An 8th-century shipwreck against the battle-deaths of the Iliad: 
 

Idomeneus stabbed Erymas in the mouth with the pitiless 
bronze, so that the brazen spearhead smashed its way clean through 
below the brain in an upward stroke, and the white bones splintered, 
and the teeth were shaken out with the stroke and both eyes filled up 
with blood, and gaping he blew a spray of blood through the nostrils 
and through his mouth, and death in a dark mist closed in about him.  

(Iliad, Lattimore, XVI, 245-50) 
 
Homer makes us like Zeus: 
 

  …rejoicing in the pride of his strength… 
looking out over the city of Troy and the ships of the Achaians, 
watching the flash of bronze, and men killing and men killed. 

 
 But the earliest Greek art has little to match Homer's richest descriptions: 
 

As when  in the sky the stars about the moon's shining 
are seen in all their glory, when the air has fallen to stillness 

 
21) From Hagia Triada, Crete, c. 1500 B.C., Harvest Vase, Herakleion 
 

and all the high places of the hills are clear and the shoulders out-
jutting, 

and the deep ravines, as endless bright air spills from heaven 
and all the stars are seen, to make glad the heart of the shepherd; 
such in their number blazed the watchfires the Trojans were burning 
there in the plain… a thousand fires, and beside each 
one sat fifty men in the flare of the blazing firelight. 
    (Iliad, Lattimore, VIII, 555-63) 

 
For anything of comparable evocation we have gone back, centuries before the Trojan 
War, to that Cretan miracle of "The Harvest Vase." 
 
Va22) Corinthian, c. 650 B.C., Chigi Vase, Villa Giulia, Rome 
22) Same, detail of horsemen and hunt 
22a) Attic, c. 570 B.C., "François Vase," Mus. of Archeology, Florence 
22b) Rhodian, later 2nd cent. B.C., The Laocoon, Vatican, Rome (CGB '86) 
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 But could we not have gone forward?  Into the 7th century, when Corinth brings 
the Minoan to a Greek rebirth — the Homeric wonder of beauty and elan: 
 

And standing each beside his chariot, champing white barley 
and oats, the horses waited for the dawn to mount to her high places.          

(Iliad, Lattimore, VIII, 564-5) 
 
For Homer's art relates three ways:  to the Aegean past, the Geometric present, the 
Archaic and Classical future. 
 
 We can never know how far the softer harmonies of the eighth century poem 
reflect its sixth century Panathenean shaping from the oral body of epic song; thus Cicero:  
"Peisistratus is said to have arranged in their present order the books of Homer, until then 
in confusion" — not to mention the second century redaction by which Aristarchus 
produced the final Homeric canon. 
 
23) Attic vase, end of 7th cent. B.C., Hercules and Nessus, Nat. Mus., Athens 
23a) Rhodian plate, c. 600 B.C., Menelaus and Hector fight over the body of 

Euphorbus, British Museum, London 
23b) Corinthian, c. 640-30 B.C., Chigi Vase, top detail:  Battle of hoplites, Villa 

Giulia, Rome 
 

 As the seventh century advances, vase scenes (our clue to lost painting) coin the 
epic and tragic myths — here Alcides killing Nessus, Alcides himself to die by the curse 
of the centaur's blood — one of those fatal justices to be praised, an Iliad blending of 
terror and delight: 
 

     …and the iron tumult 
went up into the brazen sky through the barren bright air    

 (Iliad, Lattimore, XVII, 424-5) — 
 
Achilles with his choice of life or fame, where the very word for excellence, αρετη, 
points to Ares, War: 
 

And now battle became sweeter to them than to go back 
in their hollow ships to the beloved land of their fathers.    (Iliad, 

Lattimore, II, 453-4 and XI, 13-14) 
 
τοισι δ' αφαρ πολεµος γλυκιων γενετ', ηε νεεσθαι 
εν νηυσι γλαφυρησι φιλην ες πατριδα γαιαν. 
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24) Attic, c. 600 B.C., kouros, Metropolitan Museum, NYC (CGB '79); + V detail 
 
 In Homer, the antinomies stand clean and immediate.  There is no rationale to 
vindicate the Gods or to validate suffering:  no ripe Sopohoclean "No cause for tears."  In 
the paradox of energy, the gods vindicate themselves.  This youth, about 600 B.C. — type 
of the Archaic Apollo, python-slayer, Marsyas-flayer, god of light and justice and of the 
darts of pestilence, the sharp smile not of the lips only but of the whole sinewed and 
triangularly jointed form, shoulders, belly, knees — has the unaccountability of myth — 
aflame, like his sister when she caught Peleus' son by the hair; he turned about and 
straightway knew Pallas Athene and the terrible eyes shining."  (Iliad, I, 197-200) 
 
a25) Corinthian, 6th cent. B.C., Temple of Apollo over fields, Corinth 
25) Same, near, facing the corner (CGB '77) 
25a) Same, less near, corner from within, against mountains (CGB '77) 
25b) Hera-Temple, Olympia, c. 600 B.C. (oldest preserved) (CGB '77) 
 
 Though already in Homer fierce vitality receives classical design, as in the two-
gabled temple, perfected by 600 B.C. — at Corinth, or among the groves of Olympia.  So 
in the blind bard Herodotus placed four centuries before his own time, the force that built 
the city state, that sowed the Mediterranean with colonies, and in Thales and 
Anaximander raised the "Why" of natual philosophy, seeks its own harmony — between 
tragic antinomies, the temple of justification. 
 
 Such in the Iliad is the resonance of pathos that arches from the parting of Hector 
and Andromache: 
 

For I know this thing well in my heart, and my mind knows it: 
there will come a day when sacred Ilion shall perish… 
     (Iliad, Lattimore, VI, 447-8) 

 
to Priam's begging Hector's body of Achilles: 
 

I have gone through what no other mortal on earth has gone through; 
I put my lips to the hands of the man who has killed my children.  

 (Iliad, Lattimore, XXIV, 505-6) 
 
Which Achilles grants in companionable sorrow: 
 

Such is the way the gods spun life for unfortunate mortals… (525) 
But bear up, old man, nor mourn endlessly in your heart… (549) 
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It is said, old man, you too were happy once (543) — 
 
Και σε, γερον, το πριν µεν ακουοµεν ολβιον ειναι. 

 
Since already, in the death of his friend and foreknowledge of his own fate, Achilles has 
risen to the kind of insight which would become the catharsis of Attic drama:  "Why I 
wish that strife would vanish away from among gods and mortals."  (XVIII, 104-5) 
 
a26) Polymedes of Argos, c. 590 B.C., from Cleobis and Biton, Delphi, Museum:  

Cleobis(?) 
26) Same, the pair; + V detail 
26a) Same, Cleobis(?), detail (all, CGB '77) 
 
 The Greek myth, in all its vibrance of paradox, one could call the gift of the gods; 
but its human containment and use becomes the Promethean work of man.  Both polis 
and tragedy ask moral reconstruction of the divine.  Solon:  "The works of hybris do not 
endure for man."  By "the will of the blessed immortals… justice is certain to come in 
time."  That warning he applied to the rich of sixth century Athens, channeling private 
daring into a proud republic of freedom under law.  And when asked by Croesus who was 
happiest, he mentioned the Cleobis and Biton still seen at Delphi, who pulled their 
mother in a chariot to the shrine in Argos, and received the gift of death in their prime of 
youth and filial service. 
 
 How could Solon foresee that the communal deflection of heroic energy might 
make the city state itself the new Prometheus? 
 
a27) Attic, c. 570 B.C., Triton, Pediment of Hecatompedon, Acropolis Museum, 

Athens 
27) Same, nearer, facing the heads (CGB '77) 

 
 The incorporation of the ancient curse would lead in drama to the Eumenides and 
Oedipus Colonus.  So the snake, brute and terror figures of mythology are enshrined in 
the Olympian Acropolis.  Socratic reason has not yet excluded them.  Nor in thought the 
shaping daemon of contradiction.  Pythagoras: 
 

Void… enters into the heaven itself from the infinite air, as though the 
heavens were breathing; and this void defines the natures of things… 

 
In Heraclitus most of all the sphinx-triton of the fire-sea is smiling: 
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The way up and the way down is the same… In the same rivers you 
can and cannot step… All things take place by strife… Changing, the 
all finds rest — 
 
µεταβαλλον αναπαυεται. 

 
28) Cretan, c. 1600 B.C., Smaller Snake Goddess, Knossos Museum (light against 

dark) 
28a) Same, detail (light background) 

 
 But that grappling with the dark centers in tragedy.  The dire enigma of the divine, 
come down from the Snake Goddesses of Crete and the East, the terrible tales of heroes 
hounded by arbitrary fates, have now to be tamed, as Apollo takes over "the hallowed 
huge cave" (Choepheroe) of the Python.  It is under that Apollo that Orestes becomes a 
snake to cleanse his house:  Clytaemnestra "dreamed she gave birth to a snake… gave it 
her breast to suck… the creature drew in blood along with the milk."  Orestes:  "I turn 
snake to kill her." 
 
29) Attic, late 8th cent. B.C., terra cotta Snake Goddess or Fury, found in the 

Agora 
 
 From eighth century Athens comes this terra cotta Snake Goddess turned into a 
Fury:  "Women like gorgons… wreathed in a tangle of snakes."  The Libation Bearers 
invoke them in Aeschylus: 
 

The death act calls out on Fury 
To bring out of those who were slain before 
new ruin on ruin accomplished. 
    (Choephoroe, 402 ff.) 

 
a30) Greek, c. 590 B.C., Gorgon Pediment, Corfu; detail: Gorgon's head 
30) Same, center and right, Gorgon, with the hero, Chrysaor 
31) Same, pediment cropped: Gorgon, Chrysaor and panthers 
 
 The task is, as in the sixth century pediment of the Artemis temple at Corfu, how 
these Gorgon powers of night and the underworld ("we have chosen overthrow of houses, 
where the Battlegod grown within strikes near and dear") are to be instituted in the state: 
 

Let the old murder in the house breed no more. 
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(Choephoroe, 805) 
 
 It is from the old divine order to the new — under Promethean reconciliation — 
as this hero Chrysaor springs from the Gorgon's blood.  So Athena wins the Furies to their 
own sacred cave: 
 

I promise you a place of your own, deep hidden under ground… where 
you shall sit on shining chairs… to accept devotions offered by your 
citizens…  

(Eumenides, 804 ff.) 
 
 We have begun to quote Aeschylus with the art of the centuries before him. 
 
a32) Attic, c. 550 B.C., Korê wearing the Peplos #679, Acropolis Museum, Athens 
32) Attic, c. 520 B.C., Korê #670, detail, Acropolis Museum, Athens 
32a) Attic, c. 500 B.C., Korê #674, detail, Acropolis Museum, Athens 
 
Meanwhile, the marvelously preserved series of Athenian Korai shows in the glory of 
marble the softening and humanizing of myth.  Before 500 B.C. — the lyric sharpness of 
Sappho: 
 

∆εδυκε µεν α σελαννα 
και Πληιαδες, µεσαι δε 
νυκτες, παρα δ' ερχετ' ωρα, 
εγω δε µονα κατευδω. 
 
(The moon has set and the Pleiades; it is the middle of the night; time 
passes, and I lie alone.) — 

 
flows like an oriental hybris, into Pindar's matured celebration of pan-hellenic triumph. 
 
a33) Double:  [A] Archer, Darius I, 532-486, Frieze, Louvre, Paris; and [B] At-

tic (Kritios?), c. 485 B.C., Youth, Acropolis Museum (details) 
Vb33) Attic, c. 480 B.C., Kouros, Acropolis Museum, Athens (CGB '77) not dig. 
33) Attic (Kritios?), c. 485 B.C., Youth, Acropolis Museum (CGB '77) 
33a) Double:  as in a33, but three Archers and the whole Kritios 
 
 For triumph intervenes.  480 B.C.:  after Xerxes had lashed the Hellespont, rebuilt 
his bridge and crossed with his hundreds of thousands — when the Persian spy, looking 
down on the pass of Thermopylae, saw the Spartan youth combing their long hair, and 
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foretold a pushover — he did not know that, for the time at least, there was power in that 
beauty, an order of reason in that freedom.  Simonides: 

 
Stranger, bear this message to the Spartans: 
We lie here, to their bidding, self-persuaded.  (CGB) 
 
Ω ξειν  αγγελλειν Λακεδαιµονιοις οτι τηδε 
κειµεθα, τοις κεινων ρηµασι πειθοµενοι. 

 
 And perhaps this Ephebe attributed to Kritios could have told a profound observer 
that the world-empire of Persia stood no more chance than the Chthonic gods against 
Olympian light. 
 
34) Greek, Aegina, c. 490 B.C., Head of Athena from the Temple of Aphaia, Glyp-

totheque, Munich 
 
 Herodotus' proud account is of the victory of an ideal:  "Free they are, O King, yet 
not wholly free; for law is their master… What their law bids them, that they do."  For the 
tragic stage, Aeschylus viewed the event from Susa, 1200 miles away.  Strange, to make 
the chorus of Persian calamity a praise of Greece:  "Hellas own no mortal master, and her 
sons are ever free."   
 
35 Same, Archer, Glyptotheque, Munich 
35a) Same, detail 
 
Or the narrated catastrophe of Salamis (where Aeschylus fought), when the Athenian 
ships at dawn attacked the Persians in the straits, reverse itself in the "proud paean of 
Hellenic might." 
 
 No play more bristles with warnings against hybris.  But what of Greek hybris?  
Athens had just converted the Delian League into an empire, secured the Bosphorus for 
the import of grain and export of wine and oil, and was embarked against Egypt, oldest 
kingdom of the world.  Does Aeschylus blame the vaunt in which he shares — the civic 
overweening which would run its course 
 
36) Attic, 460-50 B.C., bronze Zeus or Poseidon, detail, head and shoulders, 

National Museum, Athens (CGB '77) 
 
through the life and death of Pericles, to shipwreck on Sicily? 
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 Or was it more than one could expect of a people, to see that the achievement of 
measure and clarity and reason, of joyfully ordered freedom, of drama and philosophy, of 
civilization, was itself the boast of Prometheus:  "I caused mortals to cease fearing 
doom… I placed them in blind hopes… besides this, I gave them fire" — their greatness 
and their flaw? 
 
37) Greek, 470-456 B.C., West Pediment of the Zeus Temple (cropped); + V detail 
 
 The Orestes trilogy is from the same years as the Zeus Temple in Olympia.  In the 
west pediment, centered in Apollo, the attempted bride-rape by the drunken centaurs, 
against the Lapith defense aided by Theseus, sets brute nature and barbarism against the 
Hellenic and rational.  Yet once violence is loosed, the pediment becomes such a net of 
destruction as weaves through the Agamemnon and Choephoroe:  (Lattimore) 
 

The struggling masses… knees grinding in dust, 
the end will be destiny… (Agamemnon, 64 ff.) 

 
a38) Same, West Pediment, Old Lapith Woman 
38) Same, East Pediment, River God Alpheios or Kladeos 
 
 Since the old Lapith women who held the corners, a lamenting chorus to the 
tragedy, have been renewed at a later date, we draw from the other pediment this river 
god who might almost be the watchman "crouched like a dog on the roof of the Atreidae," 
under the destiny of the wheeling stars, looking for the beacon that should herald joy: 
 

Now let there be redemption from distress, 
the flare burning from the blackness in good augury. 
      (Agamemnon, 19-20) 

 
Though what it heralds is the death of Agamemnon. 
 
39) Same, West Pediment, broken centaur head; following Va39, that head, with 

surrounding fragments (Va39, not dig.) 
 
 The habitual warning ignored — "Let no lust seize on these men to violate what 
they must not" (Agamemnon, 341-2) — as we move inward:  "The curse… wrings 
atonement from those high hearts that drive to evil" (Agamemnon, 374 ff.).  And where is 
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the outlet from this "spider's web," this "web of death" — "fenced in these fatal nets," 
"the nets of ruin fence-high beyond overleaping." (Agamemnon, 1048, 1375, 1492) 
 
40) Same, left:  Girl, and Centaur stabbed by Lapith; + V detail (dig. det. first) 
 
 Good and bad are caught in the same destiny:  "Who shall claim he was born clear 
of the dark angel?" (Agamemnon, 1341-2)  "I struck him twice.  In two great cries of 
agony/ he buckled at the knees and fell."  (Agamemnon, 1384-5)  And the chorus:  "The 
bitter glory of a doom that shall never be done with; and all through Zeus… what here is 
without God's blessing?" 
 
41) Same, Kneeling girl caught by the hair; video uses Va41 and V41a 
 
 Though "grace comes somehow violent" (Agamemnon, 183):  Cassandra — "she 
who swanlike cried aloud her lyric mortal lamentation out":  "Alas for the wretchedness 
of my ill-starred life… pain flooding the song of sorrow."  (Agamemnon, 1444-5 and 
1136-7) 
 
a42) Same, right:  Biting group 
42) Same, right:  Biting group, another view 
 
 Violence in the pediment climaxes in the biting group to the right, the boy-murder 
to the left.  And in Aeschylus:  "A house… God hates… the shambles for men's butchery, 
the dripping floor."  (Agamemnon, 1090-92)  "The drops come thicker, still fate grinds on 
yet more stones the blade for more acts of terror." (Agamemnon, 1534-6)  "The ghastly 
food whose curse works now before your eyes."  (Agamemnon, 1598)  "Who shall tear 
the curse from their blood?  The seed is stiffened to ruin."  (Agamemnon, 1565-6) 
 
43) Same, left:  Centaur nearest to Apollo, head 
V43a) Same, left:  Centaur nearest to Apollo, body 
 
 Yet as we move toward center, the figures and faces of struggle and revenge take 
on choral dignity:  "Yet from such as this the God, if he will, can work out strains that are 
fairer" (Choephoroe, 340-1), — even the centaurs, as if they too were justified:  "War 
strength shall collide with war strength, right with right" (Choephoroe, 461); "the cure" 
begins to show "through the fierce wreck and bloodshed."  (Choephoroe, 475) 
 
44) Same, right:  Perithoos' Bride Deiadameia, and Centaur Euritian 
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 In that middle play (The Libation Bearers), Orestes and Electra — "Hear me 
Earth, hear me, grandeurs of Darkness" (Choephoroe, 399) — assume the beast to serve 
the oracle:  "For we are bloody like the wolf"  (Apollo also called Lycian, the wolf-god) 
"and savage born from the savage mother" (Choephoroe, 421-2) 
 
45) Same, Deiadameia, detail, head and shoulders 
 
 The ultimate outrage, the mother-murder, becomes for the chorus "temperate 
things done in the house" (Choephoroe, 786):  "with a great cry of Father, when she cries 
Child, go on through with the innocent murder."  (Choephoroe, 828-30) 
 
46) Same, Apollo, with Centaur to his right; 
V46) Same, Apollo, detail only (dig. omits) 
 
 Already we are under another sway — though for Orestes pain must flower: "I 
grieve for the thing done, the death, and all our race… My victory is soiled and has no 
pride."  (Choephoroe, 1016-7)  As the Furies come:  "On this house… the third storm has 
broken… Where shall the fury of fate be stilled to sleep, be done with?"  (Choephoroe, 
1065-67) 
 
47) Same, Apollo, head and shoulders 
 
 Only the divine can rule the Furies:  "Do good, receive good, and be honored as 
the good are honored."  (Eumenides, 868-9)  "Put to sleep the bitter strength in the black 
wave/ and live with me and share my pride of worship."  (Eumenides, 832-3)  Thus in the 
temple, as in the trilogy:  "The power that holds the sky's majesty wins our veneration."  
(Choephoroe, 960) 
 
48) Still from the temple of Zeus, Olympia, c. 460 B.C., Metope:  Athena, 

Heracles, and Atlas, Olympia Museum 
48a) Same, detail 
 
 So far the Promethean daring of Athens and Greece seems to have operated within 
the containment of tradition and under the guidance of a god — as Athena here helps 
Hercules hold up the sky, while Atlas brings the apples of the Hesperides. 
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 Even Empedocles, though Arnold thought he began "the dialogue of the mind 
with itself," seems in his fragments still carried on the sacred wave: 
 

Twofold is the coming into being, twofold the passing away of 
perishable things:  for combining both begets and destroys, and what 
was combined is itself scattered, being now united by Love into one, 
now each borne apart by the hatred engendered of Strife… 

 
49) Myron, c. 450 B.C. (Roman copy):  Discobolus, Thermae Museum, Rome 
 
 But when thought in Protagoras had made "man the measure of all things," and in 
Democritus had left only atoms and the void; when Gorgias turned Sophism into doubt:  
"the criterion of truth is destroyed; there is no criterion, either of Being, or of the 
possibility of its being known or communicated to others" — the method of Greek 
inquiry (as in Aristophanes' Clouds) has undercut the divine sanctions on which the laws 
of the state and their veneration rested. 
 
a50) Parthenon, 447-32, B.C., from the Propylaean, Athens (CGB '77) 
50) Same, Southwest corner with Metope, Athens (CGB '77) 
 
 When does Sophistic question strike at the confidence of Aeschylus and Olympia?  
I remember a lecture by Blanckenhagen on the Parthenon, supreme achievement of 
Pericles and Phidias, finished a few years before the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War.  
He treated it, as some do Oedipus, as a jibe at cruel gods. 
 
 The metopes, seen here at the top, were of battle on all sides: 
 
51) Same, Metope 1, Lapith and Centaur, Athens 
 
Lapiths against Amazons, Trojans against Greeks, giants against gods.  After the 
pediment of Olympia, these conflicts seem as stripped as the brunt of Democritus' atoms. 
 
1st 52) Same, East Pediment, south side:  Helios' Horses, Dionysus, Demeter, Korê, 

Iris; British Museum, London (CGB '77) 
 
 The great East Pediment, with its richly robed figures (where the horse-drawn 
chariot of Selene sinks to the north, and that of Apollo rises to the south) must present the 
central theme of Aeschylus, the coming of the new order of Athena and Apollo.  Is it, as 
in Aeschylus, a theodicy? 
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1st 53) Same, part of the Frieze seen between columns, Athens 
 
 The frieze, which runs around the whole temple under the porch of columns, 
shows the preparations for the pan-Athenian procession, with the procession itself to the 
sacrifice.  It ends on the East 
 
a54) Same, East Frieze, Hera and Zeus, British Museum (CGB '77) 
54) Same Frieze, Sacred Peplos, Athena and Hephaestos (CGB '77) 
54a) Second century copy of Phidias, 447-438 B.C., gold and ivory Parthenon 

Athena, National Museum, Athens 
 
with the gods, who talk among themselves, unconcerned, in the detachment Protagoras 
had confessed of them, and been banished by the Athenians, though a friend of Pericles: 
 

As to the gods, I have no means of knowing either that they exist or 
that they do not exist.  For many are the obstacles that impede know-
ledge, both the obscurity of the question and the shortness of human 
life… 

 
Especially Athena (she had no altar in the Parthenon) turns her back to the offering. 
 
 The gold and ivory Athena from the sanctuary is known only in tawdry copies, but 
she was shown in her aspect of terror — on her shield the battle with the Amazons, on her 
shoes with the Centaurs, while on the pedestal the story of Pandora replaced the other 
battles — the cruelty of the gods in preparing evil for man. 
 
2nd 53) Metope from the Parthenon, Centaur and Lapith, British Museum, Lon-

don (CGB '77) 
 
 Is the usual view of the temple merely the vulgar view?  Was the secret message 
of Pericles and Phidias the indifference of the gods and the futility of sacrifice?  (So far, 
Blanckenhagen, as sophistic advocate.) 
 
a2nd 52) Parthenon, West front, looking north, Athens (CGB '77) 
2nd 52) Same, East Pediment:  Leto, Diane, Aphrodite, British Museum, London 

(CGB '77) 
2nd 52a) Same, closer detail (CGB '77) 
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 Of whom the work asks the question:  if in futility, why so harmonious, so 
rapturous a celebration?  We have forgotten the paradox of tragedy itself.  Hesiod told the 
story of Pandora as a case of divine malice — Hesiod, from the Greek age of belief:  "I 
will give men an evil thing, in which they may… embrace their own destruction."  The 
force of irresponsible gods, who have still to be worshipped, is the dark wisdom of ritual. 
 
 Of course, as reason penetrates that matter, there will come a breaking point when 
the Gordian knot of stark faith cleaves and one is left with 
 
3rd 53) Same, North Frieze, detail:  youth leading a horse 
 
Sophoclean vindication:  "His destiny has found a perfect end"; or Euripidean doubt:  
"The gods intended nothing but my woes and hate to Troy."  Both stand, with the 
Parthenon, at a peak of perfection; a kind of pathos and backward looking attends any 
such cadence, where instinctive action melts into the ripeness of thought. 
 
For 2nd 54) Same, Robed horseman, looking back, British Museum (CGB '77) 
 
 On such a knife edge of tragic and sceptical possibility, it is not easy to say which 
has been chosen.  Not even the contrast of Sophocles and Euripides is as clear as style-
history makes it.  But what speaks in the Parthenon is less hidden message than manifest 
art.  And in that, as in Oedipus Rex and Coloneus, the sacred has been made human; 
 
55) Same, East Pediment, Dionysus, British Museum, London (CGB '77); 

+ V detail 
55a) Same, East Pediment, Horse of Selene, British Museum, London (CGB '77) 
 
in the beauty of ritual, the paradox of God and man rises to a Dionysiac crest. 
 
 With the Peloponnesian War, the sequence of aspiration, hybris, fate, and ruin 
spreads from myth and drama into history.  No author has seen the tragedy he lived 
through with such devastating clarity as Thucydides.  In Pericles' Funeral Oration, from 
the first year of the war, we take the wings of Man in his Pride: 
 

We are the school of Hellas… the wonder of present and future shall 
be ours… we have forced sea and land to be the highway of our 
daring… realize the power of Athens, feed your eyes upon her, till love 
of her fills your hearts; and when all this greatness shall break upon 
you… remember… honor in action… 
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56) Double:  Riace Bronzes, c. 440 B.C.:  [A]  Younger, side; [B] Older, back; 

Reggio Calabria Mus.; (For Riace slides, V has variants.) (dig. adds Older, 
side; Younger front) 

56a) Same, another view of the Younger, head to hips (V. varies these) 
 
 The Riace Bronzes, keen as the reported Phidian warriors, Delphic 
commemorators of Marathon, are the greatest Greek discovery since the Athenian Zeus-
Poseidon came from the sea.  How they hold the divide between that Funeral Paean and 
the Disaster Oration, in which (after the defeats of the second year of the war and the out-
break of the Plague, B.C. 430) Pericles bared the expediency of the vision: 
 

What you hold is, to speak somewhat plainly, a tyranny; to take it 
perhaps was wrong, but to let it go is unsafe. 

 
In the daring of Athenian mind, the fall is foreseen and celebrated: 
 

even if now, in obedience to the general law of decay, we should ever 
be forced to yield, still it will be remembered… a city unrivalled by 
any other. 

 
57) Attic, c. 435 B.C., Grave relief, battle scene, Villa Albani, Rome 
 
 "War the rough master" having carried off Pericles and left self-seeking factions, 
the followers of Phidias, exploiting the techniques of the Parthenon, move through this 
Albani Battle relief 
 
58) Attic, 430-25 B.C., Greeks vs. Amazons, Phygaleia (or Bassae) Frieze, British 

Museum, London 
 
toward whatever style of crisis the late century Phigalian freize exhibits.  The ideal falls 
away from such moral and political turmoil as Thucydides describes, 427 B.C., the 
Revolution in Corcyra (and perhaps here we are closer to the frenzy of some Euripides): 
 
For 2nd 57) Head and shoulders of Older Riace Warrior (dig. shifts order) 
2nd 57a) Again, Riace Warriors:  Older, front; Younger, back 
 

Words had to change their ordinary meaning and take that which was 
now given them.  Reckless audacity came to be considered the courage 
of a loyal ally; prudent hesitation, specious cowardice… Frantic 
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violence became the attribute of manliness; cautious plotting, a 
justifiable means of self-defense.  The advocate of extreme measures 
was always trustworthy; his opponent a man to be suspected… 

 
For 2nd 56) Attic, 394-3 B.C., Dexileos Stele, Keramikos Museum, Athens 
 

Meanwhile the moderate part of the citizens perished… The ancient 
simplicity into which honor so largely entered was laughed down and 
disappeared; and society became divided into camps in which no 
man trusted his fellow. 

 
For 3rd 57) Same, lower right detail 
 
 It was the license Sophism had already bred, "making the worse appear the better 
cause" — Thrasymachus' "justice is the interest of the stronger," which in 416, a time of 
truce, infects Athenian policy in the outrage against Melos: 
 
2nd 58) Another detail:  Phygaleia (or Bassae) Frieze 
 

We shall not trouble you with specious pretenses… since you know as 
well as we do that the strong do what they can and the weak suffer 
what they must… 

 
That was the hybris which led the next year to the madness of the Sicilian campaign. 
 
59) Scopas and others, c. 350 B.C., Amazon Frieze from the Mausoleum at 

Halicarnassus, detail, British Museum, London 
59a) Same, another detail 
 
 How great the ambition which overreached itself, Alcibiades, most brilliant and 
corrupt of Socrates' admirers, betrayed to the Spartans: 
 

We sailed to Sicily, first to conquer, if possible, the Siceliots, and 
after them the Italiots also, and finally to assail the empire and city of 
Carthage.  [Then] we were to attack Peloponnese… and so rule the 
whole of the Hellenic name. 

 
 We have leapt from the Phigalian frieze to that of Halicarnassus, its 350 
consequent, in the orgiastic manner of Scopas; but Alcibiades, too, had leapt ahead, 
launching — as from Darius (Herodotus VII, 9) "We shall bring all mankind under our 
yoke" — the dream which Alexander would make less visionary, but which would only 
be actualized by the disciplined advance of Rome. 
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a60) Ionian, c. 400 B.C., Stele of Crito and Timarista, Mus. Rhodes; + dig. detail 
60) Attic, c. 400 B.C., Funeral Stele of Hegeso, Nat. Museum, Athens; as above 
 
 In pride and sorrow, Thucydides records the Sicilian disaster: 
 

This was the greatest Hellenic achievement… at once most glorious to 
the victors and most calamitous to the conquered.  They were beaten at 
all points and altogether; all that they suffered was great; they were 
destroyed, as the saying is, with a total destruction, their fleet, their 
army — everything was destroyed, and few out of many returned 
home. 

 
 What could follow that wreck of the outward polis, its laws and values, but an 
inward, tragic fruit, as in the myth of Phaëthon's fall, in the garden of Euripides, where 
 

Phaëthon's sad sisters by his grave 
Weep into the river, and each tear 
Gleams a drop of amber in the wave… 

 
 We feel it in the one fragment of music left from Euripides — as performed at St. 
John's by Therriault and Lynch: 
 

Music: Euripides, 408 B.C., fragment from Orestes, 1st Chorus, Theriault 
and Lynch, St. John's College, Santa Fe 

 
a61) Attic (Ionian), c. 420-15 B.C., Erechtheum, N. Porch from the East, Athens 
61) Same, N. Porch from the West (CGB '77) 
61a) Erechtheum from the Southwest, with the Porch of Caryatids 

(end Euripides) 
 
 Or in Hecuba's poignant almost-justification: 
 

Had He not turned us in His hand, and thrust 
Our high things low and shook our hills as dust, 
We had not been this splendour, and our wrong 
As everlasting music for the song 
Of earth and heaven!       (Gilbert Murray’s Trojan Women) 

 
 In the Euripidean close of the century, the Erechtheum had caught in architecture 
the lyrical Ionic yearning of the Hippolytus chorus of escape, which Gilbert Murray made 
a masterpiece of nostalgia: 
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Could I take me to some cavern for my hiding 
In the hill tops where the sun scarce hath trod… 

 
a62) Same, Erechtheum, detail of a Caryatid 
62) Parthenon, 447-38 B.C., Frieze, Profile of a boy, Acropolis Museum 
 

To the strand of the daughters of the sunset 
The apple tree, the singing, and the gold… 
Where a voice of living waters never ceaseth 
In God's quiet garden by the sea. 

 
 But the frieze of the Parthenon, in the reverie of all ripeness, of all acme, had 
already reflected such moods, and it was with that outward betrayal and inward deepening 
that Socrates ended and Plato began. 
 
a63) Peloponnesian, c. 400 B.C., (from Benevento), Bronze head of an Athlete, 

Louvre, Paris 
b63) Double:  Ancient replicas of 4th cent. B.C. portrait busts:  [A] Socrates, 

Thermae, Rome; and [B] Plato, Holkham Hall, Norfolk, England 
63) Another view of a63 
 
 The seeds of the fourth century and of the Hellenistic, and even of Hellenized 
Rome, lurk in that 400 B.C. crisis, the gilded youth of Athens gathered (as in the 
Symposium) around the questioning Silenus-Socrates (whose cloud-house Aristophanes 
would burn) — Silenus-Socrates, to open, as votive statues did, to the Platonic doctrine of 
ideas.  Let that team of Plato-Socrates describe, in the eighth book of the Republic, what 
had happened in that Athens, and would happen (as Thucydides says) "as long as the 
nature of man remains the same": 
 

When a democracy has drunk too deeply of the strong wine of 
freedom, anarchy ends by infecting everything.  The father descends to 
the level of his sons; the master fears and flatters his scholars; old and 
young are alike; and all things are ready to burst with liberty.  Such is 
the fair and glorious beginning out of which tyranny springs. 

 
64) Hellenistic, 162-50 B.C., Demetrius I of Syria(?), Thermae, Rome 
64a) Same, detail of head 
 

The people have always some protector whom they set over them and 
nurse into greatness.  Some he kills and others he banishes, always 
stirring up war that the state may require a leader.  Who is valiant, 
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high-minded, wise, is the enemy.  So freedom, getting out of all order, 
passes over into the bitterest form of slavery. 

 
Here a Hellenistic king, perhaps Demetrius I, complements the gilded youth, Alcibiades, 
say, at the banquet of love. 
 
65) From Zeus Temple, Olympia, 470-56 B.C., West Pediment, Theseus head 
 
 Let Demosthenes, trying to rouse the Athenians against the menace of Macedon, 
make the contrast of old and new.  (Here the old in art:  Theseus, from Olympia) 
 

There must be some cause… why the Greeks were so eager for liberty 
then and now are eager for servitude.  There was something… which 
overcame the wealth of Persia and maintained the freedom of 
Greece… 

66) Lysippus, 336-2 B.C., Marble replica of bronze Agias, detail, head, Delphi 
66a) Same, statue from the hips up (CGB '77) 
 

Something, the loss of which has ruined all… What was this?  Simply 
that whoever took money from the corrupters of Greece was 
universally detested… But now all such principles have been sold as in 
the open market, and those imported by which Greece is ruined and 
diseased… envy where a man gets a bribe; laughter if he confesses it… 
the usual signs of corruption. 

 
Art courting that new private world — a fourth-century marble after Lysippus. 
 
67) Attic, c. 380 B.C., Stele of Ktesileos and Theano, Nat. Museum, Athens 
67a) Same, detail of Ktesileos, upper left 
 
 Conceive the pity of this degradation.  Greek outwardness has become the 
Platonic cave: 
 

Behold! Human beings in an underground cave, chained, facing away 
from the fire and from the light.  Figures bearing images pass behind 
them, and before them is a wall where shadows are thrown.  They have 
lived there since childhood, prisoners, as we all are.  For them the truth 
will be nothing but the shadows of images cast on the wall of a cave. 

 
So the late-classical search is on:  how to rise from the cave of matter to the light.  
Though as long as power operates in pagan forms, there will be the stern duty of return to 
the cave — the paradox and pathos of the human lot. 
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68) Sicilian (Selinunt), c. 460 B.C.(?), detail of Hera, Museum Palermo 
68a) Magna Graecia, c. 460 B.C., detail from the Birth of Aphrodite, Ludovisi 

Throne, Thermae, Rome 
68b) Attic, c. 500 B.C.(?), Athena in gilded bronze from a vessel, Acropolis 

Museum, Athens 
 
 But it is not the tragic paradox, which enfleshed and worshipped dangerous 
divinity — this fifth-century Hera unveiling herself on her wedding night, mysterious as 
the destroying Aphrodite of Sophocles' Antigone (Yeats): 
 

Overcome — O bitter sweetness, 
Inhabitant of the soft cheek of a girl — 
The rich man and his affairs, 
The fat flocks and the field's fatness, 
Mariners, rough harvesters; 
Overcome Gods upon Parnassus; 
 
Overcome the Empyrean; hurl 
Heaven and Earth out of their places, 
That in the same calamity 
Brother and brother, friend and friend, 
Family and family, 
City and city may contend, 
By that great glory driven wild. 
 
Pray I will and sing I must, 
And yet I weep — Oedipus' child 
Descends into the loveless dust. 

 
69) Roman, 1st cent. A.D., from Praxiteles' Aphrodite of Cnidus, Cloister of the 

Thermae, Rome (CGB '86) 
 
 It was exactly that ambiguous divinity that Socratic and Platonic reason objected 
to — no paradox, no cruelty in the divine; so the world cleaves into tawdry outwardness, 
the itch of passion, against the soul's search, that leaning of the alone to the Alone. 
 
70) Video double; slide & dig. singly:  [A] Corinthian, mid-7th cent., Hunt from 

Chigi Vase, Villa Giulia, Rome; and [B] Hellenistic, c. 330 B.C., Alexander 
Sarcophagus, Lion Hunt, Istanbul Museum 
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 What was charged with spirit becomes counterfeit.  The Homeric hunt of the 
Corinthian seventh-century jug:  Odysseus telling of "the boar's gleaming tusk that ripped 
his leg while he hunted Parnassus with the sons of Autolycus," turns in the Hellenistic 
"Alexander Sarcophagus" — for all Aristotle's validation of imitated sense and passion — 
to one of the vigorous exertions of the Cave, the skilled mimesis of a slaughter yard, a 
shambles. 
 
Va71) From mosaic, c. 200 B.C. after late 4th cent., Battle of Alexander and 

Darius:  Double: details of the two; but videoed singly 
71) Same, the whole mosaic, National Museum, Naples 
71a) Double:  [A] Apollonius of Athens, mid-1st cent, B.C., Bronze Boxer, 

Thermae; and [B] Hellenistic, late 3rd cent. B.C., Drunk Woman, Capitoline 
 
 The glow of Alexander has filled Hegel and all with raptures; but in the mosaic 
copy of the fourth-century painting of his Battle with Darius, we are again thrown into the 
cave-realm Arnold would write of:  "And we are here as on a darkling plain, swept with 
confused alarms of struggle and flight, where ignorant armies clash by night." 
 
 How much more with the Hellenistic cult of the ugly:  Apollonius' Boxer, the 
Louvre Dwarf, the Capitoline Old Woman. 
 
72) Attic, c. 320 B.C., Figure from Stele 2574, Nat. Museum, Athens 
72a) Closer detail:  face of same figure 
 
 What does the just soul do in such a state?  One would like to legislate, of course, 
"to save the country as well as oneself."  That was what sent Plato on those bootless 
missions to Sicily.  But Socrates had already given the pensive description (and example) 
of what was to come (Republic VII), comparing the philosopher in an evil time to one 
fallen among beasts: 
 

who seeing the madness of the many, and that no politician can be 
honest and no champion will defend justice, is like a man who, in a 
driving storm of dust and sleet, retires under the shelter of a wall, 
content if he can live his own life pure and depart in peace, and with 
fair hopes. 

 
1st 73) Attic, 410-09 B.C., Nikê loosening a sandal, Acropolis Museum 
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 In the Euripides fragment, what is transcribed as chromatic was perhaps in the 
enharmonic or quarter-tone mode.  The haunting phrase (with two indicated instrumental 
entrances, unison to fifth) conveys a style of passion, expressive as the robe of this 410 
post-Phidian Nikê. 
 

Music:  Repeat from Euripides, Orestes fragment, closing phrase 
 
74) Rhodian, c. 190 B.C., Victory of Samothrace, Louvre, Paris 

(end music) 
 
As that agitation dominates the Hellenistic, it often reappears — thus the 180 B.C. 
Victory of Samothrace. 
 
75) Gilded bronze krater, c. 330 B.C., Museum, Thessalonikê 
 
It relates to the Dionysiac art of Scopas, suggested in this fourth-century cinerary krater 
from Macedon, 
 
For 1st 76) Late copy of 300 B.C. Portrait of Alexander, Museum, Pella 
 
as also in Hellenistic portraits of Alexander, this, pursuing the ardour of Leochares. 
 
2nd 75) Center-spread of 75:  Krater (from Derveni tomb, Macedon) 
 
 The most ambitious piece of Greek music that survives is the First Delphic Hymn 
of the second century, which with its original accompaniments must have been a rich 
display piece, 
 
2nd 74) Again, Victory of Samothrace, another view 
 
with chromatics in the last section like those of the Euripides chorus.  Nothing will revive 
the wealth of Greek music, not even a private 1930's recording of the melody by Mr. Butt; 
 
2nd 73) Again, the Acropolis Nikê relief (CGB '77) 
 
but with such images as we have seen, it may be our best hint at one of the great 
emotional delights of the Platonic cave.  (The words are post-Pindaric, of the shrines of 
Greece.) 
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Music: Greek, 2nd cent. B.C., First Delphic Hymn, sung by Mr. Butt  
 
3rd 74) Side view of the Winged Victory of Samothrace 
3rd 75) A Dionysiac detail of the same Derveni Krater 
2nd 76) Pergamum, c. 270 B.C., Portrait of Alexander, Istanbul 
 
 Of course with this School of Pergamum Alexander we are again in the cave 
which outwardness had become — "swept with confused alarms."  Plato had sketched 
(Republic IX) the fate of the tyrant (the man Thrasymachus had called happy):  he is, in 
his waking state, what others are in their worst nightmares, enslaved, friendless, afraid, 
and mad. 
 
77) Leochares, 340-30 B.C., Demeter from Knidos, British Museum (CGB '77) 
 
 Against it we project, from the lifetime of Plato, the Demeter of Knidos, to keep 
up the oscillation — over the gulf of wider cleavage — from the more futile frenzy of 
action, to the searching pathos of thought, seeking by recollection: 
 

beauty absolute, separate, simple, and everlasting, which without 
diminution and without increase, is imparted to the ever-growing and 
perishing beauties of other things.  (Symposium) 

 
78) Roman, 211-17 A.D., the Emperor Caracalla, Conservatori, Rome 
 
 It was only under the universal empire of Rome, and five hundred years after 
Plato, that the deepening and darkening of the cave reached its limit in the soulless 
burden of the outward law; 
 
a79) Statuette of the Young Christ, 3rd cent., upper half, Thermae, Rome 
79) Same, closer detail (head) 
 

Music: Pre-Gregorian, 3rd-5th cent.(?), Sanctus, Mass for the Dead 
(Solesmes) Decca 7532 A 

 
only then that the wing-sprouting soul made a final break with pagan outwardness.  When 
it did, although its creed was of Christ's passion, it shunned the Classical style of passion 
as far as it could (until the Renaissance for profound theological reasons would tie onto it 
again); it leaned to neo-Platonism, even to the heresy of denying God's pain.  And in art, 
the tenderest early-Christian moments 
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(close Sanctus) 
 
80) From Tegea, c. 360 B.C., Head of Hygeia, National Museum, Athens 
 
are in loving relation to that soft style of the ideal, which the followers of Phidias, most of 
all Praxiteles (in touch with Plato), ripened as a tragic fruit from the rise and fall of 
Promethean Greece.  So Socrates in the Phaedrus: 
 

There was a time when… we beheld the beatific vision… shining in 
pure light, pure ourselves, not yet enshrined in that living tomb which 
we carry about… prisoned like an oyster in his shell.  Let me linger 
over the memory of scenes which have passed away. 
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